
The Future of Real Estate: 
Embracing AI

A Look into the Future

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
What I would like to do today – Is chat with you about opportunities in AI and how you can leverage AI to be more productive at what you do!My goal here is to bring you so much value.



Roadmap - Intersection of AI & Real 
Estate
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What is AI?

How is AI transforming the real estate industry?

What are current AI applications

Future of AI

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
AI has revolutionized numerous industries, and real-estate business is no exception. In today’s discussion I plan to give you a little glimpse into AI1) We will first lay the foundation and understand - What it is? So you know what you are looking for2) How can it be deployed3) What are its current applications (highlight benefits)4) What does the future hold…



AI ISNT GOING TO 
REPLACE YOUR JOB!!

EMBRACE IT AND NOT LET IT PASS YOU BY..

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This thing is an absolute Game Changer.AI we see it it's all over the place right it's in marketing it's in front of our face.AI has exploded in the last year - it is the biggest technological advancement since the internetIt's a huge deal and so what I hear from some people is that AI is going to replace their job.I'm here to tell you - AI is not here to replace a job, but someone using it will.And that's why it's so important that you're in this room right nowBecause the real estate agents using AI will eventually replace you - it's just a matter of time.And I know that's a scary thing to think, but its just like when MLS “Multiple Listing Service” & internet came.Agents had to buy like a book or a catalog weekly, biweekly, monthly…



THE AI POWERED AGENT 
WILL EVENTUALLY 

REPLACE THE EVERY DAY 
AGENT

… IT’S JUST A MATTER OF TIME

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
If you didn't evolve with the technology and didn’t use the internet – you probably wouldn’t still be in real estate todayAnd likewise, if you don’t Implement AI, eventually the AI powered agent will replace the standard agent – and that's just a fact - because this thing is as big as the internet when the internet came out.99 % of real estate agents aren't using it or they're not using it correctly to actually move the needleThere are a lot of people using it but it's almost like this - you know that something that you talk about at a party like - oh I typed this in and I got thisBut is it driving Revenue? is it is it saving you a ton of time? So 3 things - is it increasing efficiency, productivity and revenue?



THE AI REVOLUTION IS 
NOT JUST ABOUT YOU

… IT’S ABOUT THE CLIENT

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
If I can do the things that I'm doing now but in a 10th of the time then I can use that 90 % as leverage now - to focus on high value activities - things that are going to move the needle, the things that matter like 1) building relationships with my clients, 2) getting more 1-on-1 face time with my clients.So a lot of people look at AI and technology and they think oh well great you're just - killing the whole human interaction thing.But - No – you can save so much more time doing the things that are low value activities, that now you have more time for more human interaction because that's the important piece.With AI you can provide a much better experience to your clients because you are able to do 10 times more than the other real estate agents in the market that don’t use AI.Because you have tools working for you – allowing you to do more in less time and that's what Leverage is!Anytime you can get more output with less input that's Leverage and so that's what AI is going to do for us - so that brings me to the point that AI Revolution is not just about you it's about the client and that's the important pieceIt's not just about you getting more sales and having more time it's about giving the client a really good experience – being able to do so much more in less time



What is AI? - For most people AI 
evokes:
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What is Artificial Intelligence? 
Definition
• Definition 1 (According to Wikipedia): “Artificial 

Intelligence (AI) is intelligence exhibited by machines”
• Definition 2 (also Wikipedia): “Artificial Intelligence (AI) 

is a sub-field of computer science that is concerned with 
the automation of intelligent behavior.” 

• BUT: it is already difficult to define “Intelligence” precisely
• Psychologists define intelligence with IQ test!
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Definition1: Kind of a very coincidental definition. You look at a machine and Oh it seems to be intelligent – Ah AI. And you look at another machine, nice and blinky, but doesn’t seem to be intelligent, so – No AI. This definition has quite a lot of problems. 1 is it doesn’t help you make AI, it doesn’t really actually help you understand or/diagnose AI. It basically just tells you AI is made up of 2 words, 1 is artificial we translate that by machines, and intelligence we explain by intelligence. How nice… we gained almost nothing!Definition 2: This has an advantage, that actually gives us a hint of how we might actually achieve AI. Right? The approach is we use computer and automation techniques. But then of course there is the big problem – we translate intelligence by intelligence.No one really has a good definition of what intelligence is. It is kind of the – We know it when we see it "Kind of property". I am pretty sure this is not intelligent , also sure that the thermostat is not intelligent.So what I want to do is I want to get you thinking – we are not going to do the definition of Intelligence. Psychologists who are really the discipline responsible for coming up with a definition of intelligence they have basically given up.Their working definition of intelligence is the IQ test measure. That probably doesn’t help but we can learn something from this – but for the definition we might need to look somewhere else.



What is AI?

• Definition 3 (Elaine Rich): Artificial Intelligence (AI) 
studies how we can make the computer do things that 
humans can still do better at the moment.
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(Human made) (Ability to understand, think and learn)

Artificial Intelligence



AI IS THE NEW ELECTRICITY!!

AI TECHNOLOGIES ARE 
GENERAL PURPOSE 

TECHNOLOGIES

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So one of the difficult things to understand about AI is that its a general purpose technology similar to electricityMeaning it's not useful just for one thing - it's useful for a lot of different applications100 years ago, electricity transformed every industry & AI is bringing an equally big transformationIf I were to ask you what is electricity good for - it's almost hard to answer that because it’s useful for so many different things and AI is like that too



AI IS A TOOL
SOCIAL MEDIA

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Just like social media a lot of people said it's not here to stay - nobody needs to learn it - well look at all the agents that are now struggling to learn it because it's now a necessity and a must-haveAI or Artificial Intelligence is going to be doing the same it's going to make a lot of Agents irrelevant who do not adapt it to their businessAI has taken the real estate industry by storm and if you're not learning how to adapt to it, and adopt it into your business you genuinely will fall behind in the years to comeMost people think that AI is just chat GPT and while that is a component of it - GPT is actually just a language learning modelAnd with todays talk I want to make sure that you know about some other cool tools that can make your life a ton easier when it comes to scaling your real estate businessAI is super super powerful it's a revolution that’s happening in real estate. It is going to make a lot of Agents irrelevant who do not adapt it to their business



AI IS A TOOL
Tractor

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Another way that I like to look at AI is that it's almost like the tractor - centuries ago people were farming by hand - everything was done by hand and then the tractor came alongAnd there was a certain amount of farmers that adapted to it and learned how to use the tractor and there's a certain amount of farmers that said I'm not going to learn how to use that  - I'm going to continue to do it the old wayWell the ones that didn’t adapt to it - became irrelevant and got replaced and they were out of jobs, the ones that learned how to adapt to the new technology still have jobs - still are farmers they're just doing it differently more efficiently more effectivelySo it's not that AI is going to replace real estate agents but the ones that don't adapt to it will become Irrelevant in some way shape or form in terms of their lead generation strategies the content they put out and all of the things that go into 1) getting clients, 2) servicing clients, and 3) retaining clients which is the 3 Key activities that agents need to doSo what you want to do is be the ones that learn how to use the tractor or use AI which shifts what you do as a real estate agent but makes you more effective and more efficient and keeps you ahead of the curve and also on Trend with where the industry is going



Artificial Intelligence is here today!
• Outer space

• in outer space systems need autonomous control (mars 
rover) : remote control impossible due to time lag 

• Artificial limbs 
•  the user controls the prosthesis via existing nerves, can 

e.g., grip a sheet of paper. 

• Household appliances 
• The iRobot Roomba vacuums, mops, and sweeps in 

corners, parks, charges, and discharges... 

• Hospitals 
• in the USA 90% of the prostate operations are carried out 

by RoboDoc 
• Paro is a cuddly robot that eases solitude in nursing homes.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Outer space – Mars roverWouldn’t it be nice if you lost a limb then you can just strap one right on and it will actually behave like a real limb. Meaning things like you can brain control it, pick up a plastic bottle without ripping it too much! Pick up keys or a sheet of paperRoombaParo – little robot that can do almost nothing, but it riddle a little bit and has eyes that follows yours, and they are using it to give some companionship to lonely elderly people. It is in use in the care industry – improves well-being and  health.



Demand for AI
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Demand for AI has been increasing , because we have certain issues that were addressed.



Main AI branches
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Data 
Science

Artificial 
Intelligence

Machine 
Learning

Deep 
Learning

• Artificial Intelligence – the capability of a 
machine “computer” to imitate intelligent human 
behavior

• Machine Learning – provides systems the 
ability to automatically learn and improve 
from experience without being explicitly 
programmed

• Deep Learning – deep learning through 
artificial neural networks (ANN) “mimic of 
human brain”

Interconnected fields – ML & DL 
aids AI by providing a set of 
algorithms and neural networks 
to solve data driven problems
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A machine can learn to solve a problem by following any one of the three approaches



Limitations of Machine Learning
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High Dimensional data

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
MLs are not capable enough to handle high dimensional data (when the input and output is very large)Handling and processing high dimensional data becomes very complex and takes up a lot of resources – we call this the curse of dimensionalityEx: consider a line of 100 yards and that there is a coin somewhere on that line – its convenient for us to find the coin by simply walking along the line.The line is considered a single dimensional entity.now consider that we have a square of 100 yards – so now will take more time to find the coin as compared to the previous 1 (2-dimensional entity)If we consider a cube – it becomes even more difficultSo as the dimensionality increases the problem becomes more complex!



Limitations of Machine Learning

• One of the big challenges with traditional Machine Learning models is a process 
called feature extraction. 

• For complex problems such as object detection or handwriting recognition, NLP - 
this is a huge challenge.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Another challenge we have in ML - is to tell the machine which features It should look for - that will play an important role in predicting the outcome and get a good accuracyThis process is known as feature extractionJust feeding raw data to the algorithm rarely works which is why feature extraction is really a critical part of ML workflowDeep neural networks do this input-to-target mapping via a deep sequence of simple data transformations (layers) and that these data transformations are learned by exposure to examples



Deep Learning

• Face verification algorithm on Facebook
• Self-driving cars
• Virtual assistants like Siri and Alexa
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Deep Learning is the logic behind… It is inspired from the human brain!Just like how our brain consists of multiple connected neurons called neural networks – In DL we have something called artificial neural networks.And in a similarly fashion - the perceptron receives multiple inputs and applies various transformations and functions to provide us with an output.



How does AI work?

• Combining large amounts of data with fast, 
iterative processing and intelligent algorithms, 
allowing the software to learn automatically 
from patterns or features in the data.

• Al is a broad field of study that includes many 
theories, methods and technologies.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So AI works by implementing intelligent algorithms that iterate through a huge amount of data.And this basically allows the software to automatically learn things like features & patterns.Another thing you should keep in mind is that - AI is a broad field that has many theories, methods and technologies and we are about to explore most of them today!



Sources of Data

• Machine Data
• Organizations Data
• People Data
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Artificial 
Intelligence

Machine 
Learning

Deep 
LearningData Science

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Data science is our main source of data to build AI – and as you can see it overlaps with almost all of its branches



Data – Information – Knowledge – Wisdom

Wisdom

Knowledge

Information

Data
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Given context 
becomes

Given meaning 
becomes

Given insight 
becomes

Signals, know 
nothing

Useful, Organized, 
Structured

Contextual, Synthesized, 
Learning

Understandable, 
Integrated, Actionable

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So how do you think data can be used to provide useful insights?? Any ideas???This pyramid shows how data can be used to provide knowledge & wisdom??



Data - Example

Wisdom

Knowledge

Information

Data
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Given context 
becomes

Given meaning 
becomes

Given insight 
becomes

Time & Location

10pm to 6am in Location A
7am to 2pm in Location B

Location A is Home
Location B is Work

Timely Advice on Route from Home 
to Work & from Work to Home



Why AI for Real Estate?

• The traditional agent would go knock on the doors of a lot of homes.
• AI can help you find the homes that are most likely to sell in the next 

12 months and it does so by triangulating all associated data. 
• AI allows you to go to the self-driving dimension - outsource the 

heavy lifting associated with a real estate transaction, the complexity 
the compliance, the paperwork, the finding of the home, the 
negotiation, the offers.

• It can conquer the most human component of any real estate 
transaction stress!!
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Today we have an ultra competitive market for real estate… we all know home buying selling and financing are incredibly emotional events since for most people - a home is our single largest investment



Key Applications of AI in Real 
Estate

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Lets explore various use cases of AI in Real estate



Predictive Analytics

• AI allows you to conduct predictive analytics using data to:
• Forecast trends.
• Pricing strategies.
• Proactive decision making for sales & purchases.

• Leverage AI to optimize investments, streamline operations, 
and maximize profits - GAIN a competitive edge.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Using historical data:Forecast market trends to help make informed decisions about when and where to invest or sell properties.Analyze market trends and various property features to accurately predict property prices - Help set competitive/realistic listing prices. Based on various factors such as location, size, amenities, and market trends.Enables proactive decision-making for property purchases and sales.



Predictive Maintenance

• Notify property managers and 
homeowners about potential issues 
such as HVAC system failures, 
plumbing leaks, or roof damage.

• Enables developers plan 
maintenance activities and help 
prevent customer dissatisfaction, 
and costly repairs.

• Analyze complex data sets from 
sensors embedded in equipment 
and predict when maintenance or 
repairs will be required.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
One of the significant challenges in real estate is Maintenance and Property ManagementAvoid costly repairs  by taking corrective actions promptlyHighlight accuracy and efficiency



Steps to AI Predictive Analytics
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Data collection

Define Key 
Metrics

Feature 
Extraction Fine Tuning

Validation & 
Testing

Select & Train 
the model Implementation

Integration - 
Property 

Management 
System

Continuous 
Improvement

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Gather data related Maintenance historical maintenance records, property characteristics, age, and environmental factors. Market Sales data, property listings, economic indicators, and any other data that impact the market in the target area. Valuation  size, location, amenities, historical sales data in the area, and other relevant market indicatorsIdentify key maintenance metrics, such as the lifespan of specific components (e.g., HVAC systems, roofing), common issues, and patterns in maintenance history.Extract relevant features from the data that can impact maintenance needs. May include factors like property age, location, climate data, and previous maintenance schedules.Select a suitable AI model – ML models like regression or time-series analysis can be employedTrain the model using the prepared dataset. The model learns patterns and relationships between features and maintenance needs during this phase.Validate the model using a separate dataset not used during training to ensure its generalization ability. Test the model's accuracy and adjust parameters if necessary.Fine-tune the model based on validation results. Here we adjust model parameters or features to improve performance.Implement the predictive maintenance model to monitor properties in real-time. The model can provide alerts or predictions for when specific components are likely to require maintenance.Integrate the predictive maintenance system with property management tools to streamline the process. Ensures easy access and act on the predictions.Continuous Improvement: Continuously monitor the model's performance and update it as needed. Adjust the model based on new data and emerging patterns to enhance its accuracy over time.



Chatbots & Virtual Assistants

• Automated customer interaction on 
websites, or messaging platforms.

• Handle routine customer queries, 
schedule tours, providing instant 
responses, and freeing up the 
agent's time for more complex 
tasks and interactions.

• Engage with potential buyers 
and sellers 24/7.

• Instant responses to inquiries, 
enhancing customer 
satisfaction.

msoe.edu

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Describe the benefits of AI-driven chatbots for real estate customer support.Improving customer service.Share examples of successful implementations.



Automated Online Listings

• Analyze user behavior and preferences to provide personalized property 
recommendations.

• Suggest listings that match a user's specific needs and desires by considering 
factors like:

• Location
• Budget
• Property features
• Property size
• Number of bedrooms
• Bathrooms
• Amenities
• Pricing information
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
AI automates the creation of compelling online property listings. Extract essential information from various sources to create comprehensive property profilesAI can also provide personalized Recommendations –This saves cost & time for real estate professionals



Other applications of AI in Real Estate

• Property Matching Algorithms
• Customer Behavior Analysis
• Lead Scoring
• Automated Contract Analysis
• Virtual Tours and 3D Imaging
• Client Relationship Management
• Risk Assessment
• Fraud Detection
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Property Matching Algorithms: Match clients with properties based on their preferences, ensures a more efficient and tailored property search process.Customer Behavior Analysis: analyze customer behavior, preferences, and demographics to tailor marketing strategies & target potential buyers.Lead Scoring: Score and prioritize leads based on their likelihood to convert. Enable agents to focus efforts on the most promising prospects.Automated Contract Analysis: streamline the contract analysis process. Quickly review and extract relevant information from contracts, saving time and reducing the risk of errors.Virtual Tours and 3D Imaging: Integrate AI-driven virtual tour technologies and 3D imaging to provide immersive property experiences for clients, especially in situations where physical visits are challenging.Client Relationship Management (CRM): manage client relationships more efficiently. Track interactions, preferences, and provide insights for better client engagement.Risk Assessment: considering factors like economic indicators, interest rates, and property-specific data to assess potential risks.Fraud Detection: Identify potential fraud or irregularities in transactions and documentation, enhancing security and trust in real estate transactions.



LoanSnap

• AI can look at possibilities that would not have been 
looked at before

• Provide personalized mortgage solutions based on the 
individual financial situation

• Create the perfect mortgage for a homeowner 
• Build a financial model for a customer
• Show them exactly how much money they're losing on a monthly 

and yearly basis
• Show how they could potentially fix that issue
• Recommend how they can save money in the future
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Loansnap – can be very helpful for borrowers- compare loan optionsAnalyze various financial factors, including income, debt, and spending habits, to offer mortgage options tailored to the borrower's needs.The goal is to help borrowers find loans that are suitable for their financial circumstances and optimized for their long-term financial well-being.



AI tools for Realtors

• Chatbots: Drift, Intercom.
• Virtual Assistants: Google Assistant, Siri, specialized real estate virtual assistants.
• Predictive Analytics: Revaluate, SmartZip.
• Automated Valuation Models (AVMs): Zillow Zestimate, Redfin's Home Value Tool.
• Lead Scoring and Management: BoomTown, Zurple.
• Customer Relationship Management (CRM): Salesforce Einstein, Zoho CRM.
• Marketplace Platforms: Realtor.com, Zillow.
• Natural Language Processing (NLP): OpenAI's GPT-3, Wit.ai.
• Blockchain for Transactions: Propy, ChromaWay.
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Preparing for the AI Future

• AI is changing the way, most industries processes 
their works

• Improves productivity
• Ensure customer satisfaction

• People can't totally rely on AI due to its instability - 
people should work along with AI to automate 
things and get better results without any failure

• Big companies can cut down costs by saving 
money on wages

msoe.edu

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Discuss how real estate professionals & engineers adapt and  prepare for AI integration in their work - Highlight the importance of staying updated with technological advancements.Continuous learning – Continuous learning and embracing AI tools.Future Possibilities:Speculate on the future possibilities of AI in real estate.Try and encourage innovative & forward thinking and collaboration with AI technologies.



Conclusion

• Prospects of AI in all industries are promising!
• Potential to bring substantial benefits to all 

industries!
• Improve the efficiency, and quality of work 

processes.
• Challenges: Data standardization, connectivity, 

data protection, and cost issues
• To fully realize the potential of AI, industry leaders 

and policymakers will need to collaborate to 
overcome these challenges
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Reinforce the significance of AI in the real estate industry:…By incorporating AI-driven tools and strategies, real estate agents and brokers can streamline their workflow, provide better services to clients, and stay competitive in a dynamic market.Continuous learning and adaptation to new AI technologies are crucial for maximizing the benefits in the real estate industryHowever, there are still challenges to be addressed, such as data standardization, connectivity, data protection, and cost issues.To fully realize the potential of AI, industry leaders and policymakers will need to collaborate to overcome these challenges. Nonetheless, the prospects of AI in the industry are promising, and its adoption is an essential step towards a more sustainable and resilient industry, contributing to the economy's growth, more efficient, and cost-effective future for business.Always explore AI opportunities in your business



Q&A
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Thank the audience for their attention & open the floor for questions and discussions.
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